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Abstract: This report presents optimisations mechanisms within MPICH/Madeleine, the implementation of MPICH over Madeleine. These mechanisms aim to decrease the communication time of derived datatypes for which data is stored in noncontiguous memory areas. The report presents the mechanisms as well as some performance evaluation.
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Mécanismes d’Optimisations pour MPICH/Madeleine

Résumé : Ce rapport présente des mécanismes d’optimisation qui ont été introduits dans MPICH/Madeleine, l’implémentation de MPICH au dessus de Madeleine. Ces mécanismes ont pour but de diminuer les temps de communications pour les types dérivés. Ces types représentent des données qui ne sont pas stockées dans des zones de mémoire contigües. Le rapport présente également des tests de performances de ces mécanismes d’optimisation sur différentes architectures.
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1 Introduction

MPICH/Madeleine is an implementation of the MPI (Message Passing Interface) communication standard. This standard is widely used in scientific parallel computing applications. This library is an adaptation of the well-known MPICH (MPI CHameleon) [GLDS96, GL96], which has the property to be relatively easily adaptable on top of new network technologies thanks to a well-defined layered architecture. This implementation of MPICH over the Madeleine III library [Aum02] was designed and realised by Guillaume Mercier during his PhD thesis [Mer04, AM03].

We aim to introduce optimisation mechanisms to deal with the transfer of data which is stored in noncontiguous memory areas.

1.1 Context of our Work

The basic MPI communication mechanisms can be used to send or receive a sequence of identical elements that are contiguous in memory. To send data that is not homogeneous or that is not contiguous in memory, application developers can define a derived datatype to specify more general data layouts.

Four derived datatypes are available:

1. **The contiguous datatype: MPI_Type_contiguous**
   The simplest constructor. Produces a new datatype by making count copies of an existing data type.

2. **The vector datatype: MPI_Type_vector and MPI_Type_hvector**
   Similar to contiguous, but allows for regular gaps (stride) in the displacements. MPI_Type_hvector is identical to MPI_Type_vector except that the stride is specified in bytes.

3. **The index datatype: MPI_Type_indexed and MPI_Type_hindexed**
   An array of displacements of the input data type is provided as the map for the new data type. MPI_Type_hindexed is identical to MPI_Type_indexed except that offsets are specified in bytes.

4. **The struct datatype: MPI_Type_struct**
   The most general of all derived datatypes. The new data type is formed according to completely defined map of the component data types.

In the following of this report, we will not consider the datatype MPI_Type_contiguous as the data it represents is contiguous in memory.

1.2 Our Optimisation Mechanisms

When sending a message described with a derived datatype, MPICH will first pack the data of this message in a new buffer, and then send this buffer as a single contiguous memory area.
As Madeleine can send in the same single communication data which are not contiguous in memory, we propose to let Madeleine deal with this noncontiguous message. We expect the cost of Madeleine processing the different parts of the message will be much smaller than the initial MPI cost of allocating a new buffer and copying the different parts of the message into it.

A Madeleine message consists of several pieces of data, located anywhere in user-space. It is initiated with a call to the method mad_begin_packing(). Each data block is then appended to the message by calling the method mad_pack(). Eventually, the message construction is finalized by calling mad_end_packing(). We can see that this structured building-message mechanism is well-adapted to the definition of a MPI derived datatype, as each subpart of the data can be inserted in the message using the method mad_pack().

2 Optimisation Mechanisms

This section presents the algorithms used by Madeleine to transfer data described by the MPI derived datatypes.

2.1 The Index Datatype

This derived datatype replicates a datatype, taking blocks at different offsets. It allows one to specify a noncontiguous data layout where displacements between successive blocks need not to be equal.

\[
\text{MPI_Type_indexed(count, blocklengths, displacements, MPIFLOAT, \\
&indextype);}\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\text{count} &=& 2; & \text{blocklengths}[0] &=& 4; & \text{blocklengths}[1] &=& 2; \\
\text{displacements}[0] &=& 5; & \text{displacements}[1] &=& 12; \\
1.0 & 2.0 & 3.0 & 4.0 & 5.0 & 7.0 & 8.0 & 9.0 & 10.0 & 11.0 & 12.0 & 13.0 & 14.0 & 15.0 & 16.0 \end{array}
\]

\[
\text{MPI_Send(&a, 1, indextype, dest, tag, comm);}\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
6.0 & 7.0 & 8.0 & 9.0 & 13.0 & 14.0 \end{array}
\]

1 element of indextype

Figure 1: Representation of the MPI index datatype

From Figure 1, one can see each block can be sent with an unique call to the method mad_pack(). Additional informations such as the number of blocks and the number of elements in each block also need to be sent (see Algorithm 1).
Algorithm 1 Transfer algorithm for the index datatype

1: pack the number of blocks i.e. count
2: pack the size of an individual element e.g. sizeof(MPI_FLOAT)
3: pack the number of elements in each block i.e. the array blocklengths
4: for each block b do
5:     pack the data contained in the block i.e. a[displacement[b]... displacement[b] + blocklengths[b]]
6: end for

The number of calls to the method mad_pack() is as follows:

- 2 calls for [1 * sizeof(integer)] (line 1 + line 2)
- 1 call for [number of blocks * sizeof(integer)] (line 3)
- number of blocks calls for [number of elements in the block * sizeof(element)] (line 4 * line 5)

2.2 The Vector Datatype

This derived datatype also consists of the replication of a datatype by defining regular gaps or overlaps (stride) in the displacements (see Figure 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>count = 4; blocklength = 1; stride = 4;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.0  2.0  3.0  4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0  6.0  7.0  8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.0  10.0 11.0 12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.0 14.0 15.0 16.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I=1 ; MPI_Send(&a[0][I], 1, indextype, dest, tag, comm);

| 2.0  6.0  10.0  14.0 |

1 element of colume type

Figure 2: Representation of the MPI vector datatype

As for the index datatype, one can see from Figure 2 that each block can be sent with an unique call to the method mad_pack(). The algorithm for the vector datatype slightly differs from the algorithm of the index datatype as for the vector datatype, the number of elements in each block is identical (see Algorithm 2).
Algorithm 2 Transfer algorithm for the vector datatype

1: pack the number of blocks i.e. \textit{count}
2: pack the size of an individual element e.g. \textit{sizeof(MPI\_FLOAT)}
3: pack the number of elements in a block i.e. \textit{blocklength}
4: \textbf{for each} block \textit{b} \textbf{do}
5: \hspace{0.5em} pack the data contained in the block i.e. \(a[I + b * \text{stride} \ldots I + b * \text{stride} + \text{blocklength}]\)
6: \textbf{end for}

The number of calls to the method \texttt{mad\_pack()} is as follows:

- \texttt{3 calls for \[1 * \text{sizeof(integer)}\]} (line 1 + line 2 + line 3)
- number of blocks calls for \[\text{number of elements in the block} * \text{sizeof(element)}\] (line 4 * line 5)

2.3 The Struct Datatype

This derived datatype is the most general one and allows to gather a mix of different datatypes scattered at many locations in space into one datatype (see Figure 3).

```
MPI_Type_struct(count, blocklengths, offsets, oldtypes, &particletype);
typedef struct { float f1, f2, f3, f4; int n1, n2; } Particle;
Particle particles[NELEM];
```

![Figure 3: Representation of the MPI struct datatype](image)

Being completely irregular, this datatype requires many information to be transfered (see Algorithm 3).
Algorithm 3 Transfer algorithm for the struct datatype

```plaintext
1: pack the number of elements i.e. \textit{NELEM}
2: pack the number of blocks in each element i.e. \textit{count}
3: pack the number of data for each block i.e. the array \textit{blockcounts}
4: pack the displacement for each block i.e. the array \textit{offsets}
5: pack the size of an individual data for each block i.e. the array \textit{oldtypes}
6: for each element \textit{e} do
7:   for each block \textit{b} in the element \textit{e} do
8:     pack the data contained in the block of this element i.e.
9:       \textit{p}\{\textit{e}|\textit{offsets}[\textit{b}] \ldots \textit{offsets}[\textit{b} + \textit{blockcounts}[\textit{b}]}
10:   end for
11: end for
```

The number of calls to the method \texttt{mad\_pack()} is as follows:

- (2 + number of blocks) calls for \([1 \times \text{sizeof(integer)}]\) (line 1, line 2, line 5)
- 2 calls for \([\text{number of blocks} \times \text{sizeof(integer)}]\) (line 3, line 4)
- (number of elements \times number of blocks) calls for \([\text{number of data in the block} \times \text{sizeof(data)}]\) (line 6 \times line 7 \times line 8)

The line 5 of the algorithm sends the size of the data. This information is not packed as an array of \textit{count} integers, but packed as \textit{count} integers. This is due to the fact that when the operation is performed, the information is no longer available as an array.

### 2.4 General Comments

We clearly see that the number of calls to the method \texttt{mad\_pack()} depends on the definition of the derived datatype. And for the struct datatype, the number of elements is also a direct factor to the number of calls to the method \texttt{mad\_pack()}.

A first assumption would be that the performance of our technique will be directly connected to the definition of the derived datatypes, and may decrease as the number of blocks in the datatype increases, and the size of the blocks decreases.

### 3 Implementation Details

The optimisation mechanisms are implemented within MPICH\textit{/Madeleine} when the macro \texttt{DERIVED\_DATATYPE\_OPTIMIZED} is defined. That macro can be defined in the file \texttt{mpid/ch\_mad/synchro.h}. We are in the process of adding a new functionality that will allow users to enable or disable the optimisation directly from their MPI applications by using attributes of communicator objects.
The main modifications to the source code were related to the transfer of the datatype information down to the level where the data is physically sent. A normal implementation of MPI does not need to get the datatype information down to the physical transmission level as it only needs a pointer to the data to be sent and the length of this data. These modifications required to update signatures of some of the MPI functions and to add the necessary code to transfer the datatype information down to the required level. This was easily done due to the layered structure of MPICH. Indeed all the modifications are centralised in the Madeleine device of MPICH/Madeleine.

Once the physical transmission level is reached, thanks to the datatype information, it is possible to send the data following the algorithms presented in Section 2. Symmetrical algorithms are applied on the receiving side to extract the information and to reconstruct the data to pass back to the application level.

4 Performance Evaluation

This section presents some performance evaluation of our optimisation mechanism. The program used is a ping-pong between 2 processors P0 and P1, we measure the time for the processor P0 to send data of a specific derived datatype to P1 and to receive that same data back from P1. The code of the method performing this ping-pong is available in Appendix B. The parameters of the ping-pong are $s$, the size of the message, and $b$, the number of blocks the data is decomposed in. Each test is repeated $n$ times for each value of $s$ and $b$, and the minimum time obtained for these 2 values is considered as the result of the experiment.

The machines used for the test are 2 Hyper-Threaded Bi-PENTIUM IV. They are connected with both a TCP network and a Myrinet network accessed via the MX protocol. We also used 2 Itanium 2 connected with a Myrinet network accessed with the GM protocol.

**Index datatype.** For that benchmark as shown on Figure 4, we send an array of $n$ floats split in $b$ blocks, the size of each block being $n/b$ ; plus the last $n\%b$ elements for the last block.

![Figure 4: Definition of the index datatype for the benchmarks](image)

**Vector datatype.** For that benchmark as shown on Figure 5, we send a matrix of $n \times n$ floats split in $b$ blocks, the size of each block being $n \times n/b$. 

INRIA
Struct datatype. For that benchmark as shown on Figure 6, we send a structure including 2 float elements followed by 1 integer element followed by 1 float element. For that specific type, we fixed the number of blocks to 3. The blocks represent the three sets of data in the structure.

![Figure 5: Definition of the vector datatype for the benchmarks](image)

Particles[NELEM] $\begin{bmatrix} 2.0 & -2.0 & 4 & -4.0 & \cdots \end{bmatrix}$

![Figure 6: Definition of the struct datatype for the benchmarks](image)

4.1 Benchmark for the Index and Vector Datatypes

This section presents the performance obtained for the index and vector datatype. Performance evaluation for the struct datatype is shown in Section 4.2.

4.1.1 Benchmark with Fixed Number of Blocks

In a first experiment, we fix $b$, the number of blocks to 3 and only increase $s$, the size of the message. Figures 7 and 8 show a global overview for the three types of networks of the gains obtained with our optimisation mechanisms for the index and vector datatypes. Figures 13, 14 and 15 give a detailed view for a specific type of network of the performance and the gain obtained for the index datatype. The detailed views for the vector datatype are shown on Figures 16, 17 and 18 in Appendix A.

One can see the performance for the vector datatype are negligible, but are good for the index datatype over the Myrinet network (reaching 23%). The jump in performance for the index datatype over the GM protocol (falling down from about 12% for 98 K floating elements to about 3% for 99 K floating elements) is explained by the fact GM switches from an eager protocol to a rendezvous protocol to send the data. And the synchronisation involved in the rendezvous protocol affects the performance of our optimisation mechanism.
4.1.2 Varying the Number of Blocks

For that experiment, we fix $s$ the size of the message and vary $b$ the number of blocks from 1 to 10. One can see from Figures 9, 10 and 11 that this factor does not have a big and regular effect on the optimisation gain. Performance certainly decreases when using MX for a subset of size of messages, but it also increases for another subset. Our first assumption that the number of calls to the method mad_pack() would affect highly the performance of
the optimisation mechanisms is not correct for the index datatype. However, we will see in Section 4.2 that it is the case for the struct datatype.

![Graph](image1)

**Figure 9:** Performance evaluation for the index datatype over TCP when varying number of blocks

![Graph](image2)

**Figure 10:** Performance evaluation for the index datatype over MX when varying number of blocks
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4.2 Benchmark for the Struct Datatype

Figure 12 shows a global overview for the TCP network and the Myrinet/MX network of the gains obtained with our optimisation mechanisms for the struct datatype. Detailed views are shown in Figures 19 and 20 in Appendix A. Performances for that type are highly negative, this is due to the fact that the number of calls to the method mad_pack() is too high (it is a direct factor of the number of elements sent and the number of blocks in each element), and Madeleine is not able to exploit efficiently messages composed of too many packets.

5 Discussion

We can see that the performances are globally good for the index datatype when this datatype split the data in huge memory areas. Regarding the vector datatype, the performance gains are almost negligible. However, for the struct datatype, the new mechanism is not efficient as it ends up in a huge number of calls to the method mad_pack(), each call for a relatively small memory area.

These experiments have shown possible optimisations for Madeleine, when the number of calls to the method mad_pack() is large, Madeleine could obtain some gain by flushing the data when the size of the data already available is larger than a given threshold. That would lead to an overlap between the sending of some packets and the processing of the following ones. An other optimisation could be to consider an extended pack in which a reference to the whole data and the description of the datatype would be directly transferred.
down to the physical transmission layer. This layer would, for instance, get the information that each other $n$ cells of a vector $V$ has to be transferred, and would potentially be able to perform some pertinent optimisations.
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B  Source Code for the Performance Evaluation Programs

B.1  The Index Datatype

```c
void sendIndexTypeFromSrcToDest (int numberOfElements, int blocks, int rank, int source, int dest, int numasks, int use_hindex) {
    int blocklengths[blocks];
    int displacements[blocks];
    MPI_Datatype indextype;
    MPI_Status stat;
    int i;
tbx_tick_t t1;
tbx_tick_t t2;

    TBX_GET_TICK(t1);
    TBX_GET_TICK(t2);

    // initialise structs for datatype
    if (numberOfElements == 0) {
        for (i=0 ; i<blocks ; i++) {
            blocklengths[i] = 0;
        }
    }
    else {
        for (i=0 ; i<blocks ; i++) {
            blocklengths[i] = numberOfElements/blocks;
        }
        blocklengths[blocks-1] += numberOfElements % blocks;
    }

    displacements[0] = 0;
    for (i=1 ; i<blocks ; i++) {
        displacements[i] = blocklengths[i-1] + displacements[i-1];
    }

    if (use_hindex == TRUE) {
        for (i=0 ; i<blocks ; i++) {
            displacements[i] *= sizeof(float);
        }
    }
    // end if

    // create user datatype
    if (use_hindex == TRUE) {
        MPI_Type_hindexed(blocks, blocklengths, displacements, MPI_FLOAT, &indextype);
    }
    else {
        MPI_Type_indexed(blocks, blocklengths, displacements, MPI_FLOAT, &indextype);
    }

    MPI_Type_commit(&indextype);

    if (rank == source) {
        float data [numberOfElements];
```
// Initialise data to send
if (VERBOSE) {
    printf("data = ");
}
for (i = 0; i < numberOfElements; i++) {
    data[i] = 1.0 * (i + 1);
    if (VERBOSE) {
        printf("%3.1f, ", data[i]);
    }
}
if (VERBOSE) {
    printf("\n");
}

// send the data to the processor 1
MPI_Send(data, i, indextype, dest, TAG, MPI_COMM_WORLD);

// erase the local data
for (i = 0; i < numberOfElements; i++) data[i] = -1.0;

// receive data from processor 1
MPI_Recv(data, numberOfElements, MPI_FLOAT, dest, TAG, MPI_COMM_WORLD & stat);
checkIndexIsCorrect(data, i, numberOfElements);

MPI_Send(b, 1, indextype, source, TAG, MPI_COMM_WORLD);

else if (rank == dest) {
    float b[numberOfElements];
    MPI_Recv(b, numberOfElements, MPI_FLOAT, source, TAG, MPI_COMM_WORLD & stat);
    checkIndexIsCorrect(b, rank, numberOfElements);
    MPI_Send(b, 1, indextype, source, TAG, MPI_COMM_WORLD);
}
MPI_Type_free(&indextype);

B.2 The Vector Datatype

int getRealSize(int size, int blocks) {
    int realSize = size;
    while (realSize % blocks != 0) realSize++;
    return realSize;
}

void sendVectorTypeFromSrcToDest(int size, int blocks, int rank, int source, int dest,
    int numtasks, int use_hvector) {
    int realSize = getRealSize(sqrt(size), blocks);
    float a[realSize][realSize];
MPI_Datatype columntype;
int i, j;
float *b;
MPI_Status stat;
tbx_tick_t t1;
tbx_tick_t t2;
int count = blocks;
int blocklength = realSize * realSize / blocks;
int stride = blocklength;

TBX_GET_TICK(t1);
TBX_GET_TICK(t2);

// Initialise data to send
for (i = 0; i < realSize; i++) {
    for (j = 0; j < realSize; j++) {
        a[i][j] = getValue(i, j, realSize);
        if (VERBOSE) {
            printf("%3.1f", a[i][j]);
        }
    }
    if (VERBOSE) {
        printf("\n");
    }
}

// Create user datatype
if (use_hvector == TRUE) {
    MPI_Type_hvector(count, blocklength, stride * sizeof(float), MPI_FLOAT, &columntype);
} else {
    MPI_Type_vector(count, blocklength, stride, MPI_FLOAT, &columntype);
}
MPI_Type_commit(&columntype);

if (rank == source) {
    // Send data to the process dest
    TBX_GET_TICK(t1);
    MPI_Send(&a[0][0], 1, columntype, dest, TAG, MPI_COMM_WORLD);

    // Receive the data
    b = (float *) malloc(count * blocklength * sizeof(float));
    MPI_Recv(b, count * blocklength, MPI_FLOAT, dest, TAG, MPI_COMM_WORLD & stat);
    checkVectorIsCorrect(b, rank, count, blocklength, size, stride);
    free(b);

    TBX_GET_TICK(t2);
    fprintf(stderr, "%d\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\n", count * blocklength, MPIR_VECTOR,
            TBX_TIMING_DELAY(t1, t2), blocks, source, dest);
} else if (rank == dest) {
    // Receive the data
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b = (float *) malloc(sizeof(float) * sizeof(float));
MPI_Recv(b, count, blocklength, MPI_FLOAT, source, TAG, MPI_COMM_WORLD & stat);

checkVectorIsCorrect(b, rank, count, blocklength, realSize, stride);
free(b);
MPI_Send(&a[0][0], 1, columntype, source, TAG, MPI_COMM_WORLD);
}

MPI_Type_free(&columntype);

B.3 The Struct Datatype

typedef struct {
  float x, y;
  int c;
  float z;
} Particle;

void sendStructTypeFromSrcToDest(int numberOfElements, int rank, int source, int dest, int numtasks) {

  MPI_Datatype particletype;
  MPI_Aint offsets[3];
  MPI_Datatype oldtypes[3];
  int blockcounts[3];
  Particle *particles;
  Particle *p;
  int i;
  MPI_Status stat;

  tbx_tick_t t1;
  tbx_tick_t t2;

  TBX_GET_TICK(t1);
  TBX_GET_TICK(t2);

  // create the datatype to send and receive the data
  oldtypes[0] = MPI_FLOAT;
  oldtypes[1] = MPI_INT;
  oldtypes[2] = MPI_FLOAT;
  offsets[0] = 0;
  offsets[1] = 2 * sizeof(float);
  offsets[2] = offsets[1] + sizeof(int);
  blockcounts[0] = 2;
  blockcounts[1] = 1;
  blockcounts[2] = 1;

  /* Now define structured types and commit them */
  MPI_Type_struct(3, blockcounts, offsets, oldtypes, &particletype);
  MPI_Type_commit(&particletype);

  // Initialize the particle array and then send it to each task

INRIA
if (rank == source) {
    // Initialise data to send
    particles = (Particle *) malloc(numberOfElements * sizeof(Particle));
    for (i = 0; i < numberOfElements; i++) {
        particles[i].x = (i + 1) * 2.0;
        particles[i].y = (i + 1) * -2.0;
        particles[i].z = (i + 1) * 4.0;
    }

    MPI_Send(particles, numberOfElements, particleType, dest, TAG, MPI_COMM_WORLD);

    p = (Particle *) malloc(numberOfElements * sizeof(Particle));
    MPI_Recv(p, numberOfElements, particleType, dest, TAG, MPI_COMM_WORLD & stat);
    // checkStructIsCorrect(p, numberOfElements, rank);
    free(p);

    MPI_Get_Tick(t1);
    printf(stderr, "%d\t%d\t%f\t%d\t%d\n", numberOfElements, MPI_STRUCT, 
            MPI_Memory_DELAY(t1, t2), 3, source, dest);
    free(particles);
} // end if
else if (rank == dest) {
    p = (Particle *) malloc(numberOfElements * sizeof(Particle));
    MPI_Recv(p, numberOfElements, particleType, source, TAG, MPI_COMM_WORLD & stat);
    checkStructIsCorrect(p, numberOfElements, rank);

    MPI_Send(p, numberOfElements, particleType, source, TAG, MPI_COMM_WORLD);

    free(p);
} // end else
} // end if
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